Examination of candidate genes for hypoadrenocorticism in Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retrievers.
Inherited hypoadrenocorticism occurs in some dog breeds including the Nova Scotia Duck Tolling Retriever (NSDTR) and is thought to be due to an immune attack on the adrenal glands. The genetic cause of this disorder in dogs has not been identified; however, many genes have been associated with hypoadrenocorticism and other immune-mediated conditions in humans including AIRE, BAFF, Casp10, CD28, CTLA-4, FASL, PTPN22, and TNFRSF6B. Microsatellite marker loci were analysed for linkage with the disease phenotype in a pedigree of NSDTRs and excluded all genes examined, the exception being CTLA-4, which was neither excluded nor shown to be associated by this analysis. Thus, genes associated with hypoadrenocorticism in humans were not linked with the condition in the dog. Further examination is necessary to identify the genetic cause of inherited hypoadrenocorticism in dogs and this may reveal a novel gene not yet implicated with immune-mediated disease.